Nixon-Egli Equipment Co., Link-Belt
and T&T Truck & Crane Service
T&T Truck & Crane Service has been providing a broad
spectrum of services to clients in the construction, oil and
gas and transportation industries since 1969. With over 100
employees and four locations in Ventura, Bakersfield, Port
Hueneme and Goleta, they provide their services 24-hours
a day, 365 days a year. T&T Truck & Crane Service offers a
fleet of well-maintained modern equipment and their most
recent purchase is a Link-Belt HC-278H II HYLAB Series
Lattice Boom Truck Crane from Nixon-Egli Equipment Co.
Shawn Paul, President of Operations of T&T Truck & Crane
Service comments, “Our new Link-Belt HC-278H II has
outstanding features and tremendous 300-ton lift capacity
performance. Some of features that set the Link-Belt
HC-278H II apart from competitors are the bullet-proof
hydraulics and a strong power plant, not to mention the
comfort and control at your fingertips and smooth highway
travel.”

T&T Truck & Crane Service’s brand new
Link-Belt HC-278H II purchased from
Nixon-Egli Equipment Co.

The Link-Belt HC-278H II offers an increased strength chart
with two-staged boom and 300-ton capacity at a 10 ft. radius.
“We were in the market for a truck crane with heavy lifting
capacities, especially for structural steel erecting and
concrete panel tilt-ups. There weren’t any available in our
market area so we wanted to be the first to fill that need.
We went straight to Nixon-Egli Equipment Company the
Link-Belt distributor because we have purchased several
other cranes from them and we knew from experience that
they provide the best service around,” added Paul. “We
really appreciate our business relationship with Nixon-Egli
and their crane specialist Dennis Schulgen. They have been
great to work with and are always on top of their game. If
we have any questions, Dennis is always there for us right
away with the answer. Whether its sales, parts or service
the whole team at Nixon-Egli is always ready to provide us
with top-notch service. We are very pleased with our new
Link-Belt (HC-278H II lattice truck) crane. It’s a huge addition
and tremendous asset to our fleet and has expanded our
capabilities. We want to thank Nixon-Egli for providing us
with the best equipment, so we, in turn, can provide the
best crane rental service to the industry.
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